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qbasic programming for kids ted felix - chapter 1 getting started getting to dos to run qbasic we need to get to dos if you
are using windows 7 you might need to use dosbox see appendix c for details if you are using windows xp it is called the
command prompt and you can get to it by clicking on start then all programs then accessories then command prompt, ask
me anything tenure edition scott aaronson - the blog of scott aaronson if you take just one piece of information from this
blog quantum computers would not solve hard search problems instantaneously by simply trying all the possible solutions at
once, down the vr rabbit hole fixing judder valve - judder is an artifact of persistence that is of the fact that during each
frame pixels remain illuminated for considerable periods of time, dinosaur comics archive awesome fun times - archive
here are all the comics i ve done if you re looking for a particular comic the search engine can help you out the comics are
presented here in reverse chronological order
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